Mental Health Care Needs

Alaska’s suicide rate is among the highest in the nation, with the prevalence among the Alaska Native population, particularly in the most remote areas of the state, surpassing that of the general Alaskan population1 (Figure 1). The 2016 Alaska Behavioral Health Systems Assessment Report estimated that 145,790 adult Alaskans—roughly 20% of the state’s population—need mental and behavioral health services.2 One component necessary to address mental health issues is a well-trained cadre of mental health care providers to provide preventative support and treatment.

The Alaska Behavioral Health Systems Assessment Report further indicated that only 19% of those in need received mental health care services with funds from the State of Alaska Medicaid and/or Behavioral Health Fund.2 No data exist to determine if the remaining 81% received mental health services paid for by other means or simply did not receive services.2

How Many Mental Health Care Providers Are Needed?

Despite the number of individuals in need of mental health care services, the ratio of mental health care providers to population is lower in Alaska than nationally (Figure 2). Furthermore, most providers work in urban areas;5 such that the state’s remote areas have even lower provider/population ratios.

There are many types of mental health providers in Alaska (e.g., psychiatrists, psychologists, counselors, clinicians, technicians, behavioral nurse practitioners, and behavioral health aides), though as an example, here we consider only the shortage of psychiatrists. Two studies estimated a need for 25.96 and 15.37 psychiatrists per 100,000 adults nationally, with the authors of the second study noting that the mental and behavioral health care needs of rural populations may not have been adequately captured.7 National estimates do not account for Alaska’s unique population, geography, and need but can serve as a benchmark for estimating the number of psychiatrists needed in Alaska. Based on 2010 Census data, Alaska needs 184 or 106 psychiatrists, respectively.

Needs and Research Recommendations

To address the shortage of mental health care providers in Alaska, research is needed to:
- Understand the magnitude and composition (i.e., type of providers needed) of the shortage
- Inform solutions to increase the number of providers, their retention, and job satisfaction, and to develop alternative means to provide care in remote areas
In comparison to this estimated need, the Alaska 2015–2016 Primary Care Needs Assessment identified 85 licensed psychiatrists in Alaska. This figure is likely high, as “licensed” does not necessarily mean practicing. This number is also 54% and 20% below the need estimated based on the national studies referred to above.

Several barriers to hiring and retaining mental health care workers in Alaska have been identified that may lead to this shortage:

- Limited state and federal funding for mental health care provider positions
- Compensation packages are insufficient to attract qualified candidates
- Social and geographic isolation (especially in rural locations)
- Alaska’s extreme climate
- State-required documentation burdens reduce patient contact time and job satisfaction

Research Recommendations to Address Alaska’s Shortage of Mental Health Care Providers

- Establish Alaska-specific estimates for the number and types of mental health care providers needed. Without more information on those receiving mental health services paid for by non-Medicaid/Behavioral Health Fund sources (i.e., commercial/private insurance or self payment), it is difficult to know the true shortage of providers. Alaska-specific research similar to the previously mentioned study on the national requirements for behavioral health practitioners would provide insight into the different types of providers most urgently needed and the most effective approaches for workforce development.

- Understand and predict how the redesign of Alaska’s Medicaid program and the potential integration of mental and primary health care will impact the shortage of mental health care providers. Behavioral health redesign and reform is part of the larger Medicaid reform initiative (https://goo.gl/Aomx9f) to improve mental health care quality and accessibility. Research is needed to understand how policy changes will impact the need for the various types of mental health care providers in the state, and inform recruitment and retention solutions.

- Create research-informed alternative approaches to providing mental health care in remote areas. Remote telemedicine systems and other e-health applications offer significant technical and clinical benefits when applied within broader-based systems serving isolated populations. These benefits can improve the quality of care provided. Evaluation of telemedicine as an alternative approach, as well as the evaluation of community and behavioral health aides as frontline mental health care providers in rural Arctic communities could be undertaken to assess the impact of these approaches on both patient and provider.

- Investigate job satisfaction and retention to better understand how to grow and strengthen the mental health workforce. Challenges in hiring and retaining employees and in ensuring an appropriate level of job satisfaction are not unique to Alaska. Indeed, this is an issue across the Arctic. However, research into the Alaska-specific challenges would assist with solution development. A better understanding of various approaches (e.g., job or task-sharing strategies, rotating positions, “grow-your-own” strategies) successfully employed in rural communities elsewhere in the Arctic could help inform potential solutions for Alaska.

Next Steps

To determine specific efforts needed to address these research recommendations, input will be solicited from a broad suite of stakeholders, including community members, researchers, practitioners, and administrative personnel through future USAHC workshops and conference sessions.
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